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Realhong Project Cargo Logistics
Realhong, as one of the professional project
logistics companies, handles different types of
cargo for our customers, from small LCL
containers to very large and heavy cargo. We
will provide the following project cargo services
to ensure that the goods can arrive at the
destination on time: sea freight, air freight, road
freight, railway freight services.

★ What Is Project Cargo？
Project cargo, also called project forwarding or
project logistics, is the domestic or international
transport of large, heavy, high value or complex
equipment. Due to the limitation of projected
timelines, shipping budgets, and safety restrictions
during the transportation process of goods,
project cargo logistics requires more attention to
detailed project cargo shipping plans, which make
project cargo one of the most complex kinds of
transportation in the logistics industry.

★ Why Choose Realhong Project Cargo Logistics Services?


As one of the project cargo companies, Realhong provides project freight transportation and
comprehensive project cargo logistics handling services and plays an important role in the whole
project logistics business. You can choose Realhong project cargo logistics for the following
reasons:


Realhong has rich experience in project cargo
management and project logistics
management.



Realhong can provide you with competitive
prices.



Realhong owns a global network to provide
you with more convenient project cargo
handling services.



Realhong can provide you with the latest
technology and transportation facilities.
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★ Types Of Project Cargo
As one of the best project cargo shipping companies, Realhong has extensive experience in
chartering, heavy cargo, container shipping, air freight, rail transport and other projects. In order
to meet customer needs, we provide the following comprehensive services:



Project cargo handling services



Provide bulk project cargo logistics transportation solutions



Coordinate and manage the relationship between suppliers and customers



Joint quality management in the supply chain



Warehouse operation



Overseas import customs clearance



Provide competitive prices and advice for customers



Regular reporting and cost budgeting

★ Project Cargo Logistics Management and Handling Services
Employees in our reliable project logistics company are qualified to design, layout, and carry out
complicated logistics projects including：

1) Warehousing and distribution services project management
2) Heavy load
3) Multi-mode transport design
4) Site safety
5) On-site logistics
6) Feasibility study and analysis
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Planning beforehand is important because
every successful project cargo logistics is
associated with an organized and detailed
plan. Do remember to leave enough time to
plan every detail of the project cargo
logistics transportation process, which can
help to save shippers a significant amount
of time and money, while also reducing the
risk of unexpected events.
Always make an emergency plan to ensure the success of all deliveries. Unpredictable or
unanticipated events may occur and then impact the pre-planned strategy. It's necessary to
consider every alternative and have a backup plan if something goes wrong.
Once all plans are ready, it's time to begin shipping products. The execution of project cargo
transportation by Realhong, one of the most experienced project logistics companies is as
comprehensive as pre-planning.
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